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Abstract

Because of constant technological advancements and internet growth, the world of marketing
and branding is ever-changing. With the unexpected COVID-19 pandemic, marketing has
become more digital than ever before. With little or no access to physical marketing methods,
virtual presence through websites, email, and social media have become the primary means of
promotional communication. The purpose of this project is to research the importance and
specific challenges of digital communication for brands who market solely from a virtual brand
presence, and then use that research to create a marketing plan and visual brand campaign for a
fictional organization that would function successfully under these circumstances.
Keywords: COVID-19, marketing, social media, graphic design
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Going Viral Post-Virus: Marketing in a Post-Pandemic Digital Age
Introduction
Part of keeping up with the world of marketing means keeping up to date on major trends
and changes in the industry. Throughout marketing history, there have always been trends,
advancements, and widespread changes. However, spring of 2020 brought one of the most
drastic changes the business world has ever seen when we faced the COVID-19 pandemic
worldwide. Seemingly overnight, the business world, along with the lives of people worldwide,
was practically turned upside-down. Although many restrictions are no longer in effect and life is
returning more to normal, we are faced with the question “what is normal now, post-pandemic?”.
As we become accustomed to a changed culture, it becomes clearer to see the permanent changes
that the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing restrictions.
Review of Literature
Much research has been made in the way the COVID-19 pandemic affected our culture
and business world, but there are still many gaps. With only two years of time for research, many
immediate and short-term effects of the pandemic have been studied and documented, but the
full extent and long-term effects are impossible to know. We can, however, evaluate trends and
theorize, based on evidence, the long-lasting implications.
In the journal article Social Media Marketing Gains Importance After COVID-19, Mason
et al. (2021) conducted exploratory research through surveys and other analysis into how the
COVID-19 pandemic led to increases in consumers’ social media marketing behaviors in the
United States. “The findings showed that consumers have increased their utilization of social
media as a tool for identifying products, collecting information on products, evaluating products,
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and making product purchases” (Mason et al., para. 1).
UNCTAD affirmed an increase in digital behavior and further projected that this growth
would continue post-pandemic in the ebook COVID-19 and e-Commerce: a global review
(2021a). In a separate article, COVID-19 has Changed Shopping Online Forever, Survey Shows,
UNCTAD also states “In years to come, we will look back at 2020 as the moment that changed
everything. Nowhere else has unprecedented and unforeseen growth occurred as in the digital
and e-commerce sectors, which have boomed amid the COVID-19 crisis” (UNCTAD, 2021b,
para. 1).
Mundel and Yang (2021) explored COVID-19’s impact on consumer skepticism and
perception of brand opportunism with social causes. “Results showed that the lack of brandsocial cause fit leads to less favorable consumer attitude due to their perception of the brand’s
opportunism.” (Yang & Mundel, para. 1).
McDonald (2021) theorized that after the COVID-19, there will be strong opportunities
for interactive marketing, “The development and use of interactive marketing is far more
prevalent post-COVID-19 as the world was forced to move huge tranches of business process
into an online world” (para. 1).
Studies by McKinsey & Company (2020) on audiences in Europe showed five prominent
trends from the COVID-19 pandemic that they name: shift to value, flight to digital, caring
commerce, shock to loyalty, and homebody economy. Shift to value shows that European
audiences are not optimistic about recovery for the economy. Flight to digital shows increased
digital adoption, more first-time users and intensified usage by existing customers among some
digital services. Caring commerce described the new growth in concerns for brand purpose and
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increased leniency towards smaller brands. Shock to loyalty shows audiences’ loss of previous
loyalty to brands, especially among younger generations. And finally, homebody economy refers
to the surge in home-based activities and online shopping.
Zwanka and Buff (2021) examined shifts in consumer mindsets throughout COVID-19
within the context of generational cohorts and psychographic behavior, and in relation to other
major historical events that impacted generational values.
Despite a very wide array of research and studies, there is still much theorization as to
specific shifts and long-term implications of the pandemic and lockdowns. It is still unclear,
which shifts and trends will show continued growth or fade from relevancy with COVID-19
precautions.
Background
The marketing environment has always been evolving and changing as new forms of
media develop and become popular, but the last few decades have shown a dramatic shift in the
way the public interacts with market and advertisements. Throughout the turn-of-the-century and
the rise of the internet, businesses began to rely less on older methods of promotions, such as
newspapers, television, billboards, and signage, and instead began to focus on virtual methods of
capturing the attention of audiences. With websites, email, social media, and video streaming,
marketers now have a more direct, immediate, and mutual connection with consumers while also
holding the potential to reach much broader audiences. Marketing has continued to grow more
digital over time, since the creation of the internet, but the COVID-19 pandemic caused a sudden
and forceful shift into a new digital age.
Problem
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COVID-19
The COVID-19 virus situation escalated in early 2020 and positive case numbers, along
with social distancing guidelines, spread rapidly across the globe. Lockdowns caused severe
problems for physically dependent businesses, many of which had to learn to adapt to a more
virtual environment. Digitally based businesses, however, saw a surge in consumer engagement.
Safely walled up in their homes for quarantine, consumers had more time than ever before to
spend surfing the web, streaming movies, and shopping online. Some consumers, unable to leave
their homes, depended on online purchases and delivery for basic necessities.
Shift to Digital
Digital sales surged and during lockdowns, while typical non-digital retailers experienced
difficulties. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD, 2020),
In the United States, retail and food services sales between February and April 2020 were
down 7.7% compared to the same period in 2019. However, sales increased for grocery
stores and non-store retailers (mostly e-commerce providers), by 16% and 14.8%
respectively (para. 9).
In another article, UNCTAD (2021b) stated: “As lockdowns became the new normal, businesses
and consumers increasingly “went digital”, providing and purchasing more goods and services
online, raising e-commerce’s share of global retail trade from 14% in 2019 to about 17% in
2020” (para. 3). Many like UNCTAD and the OECD theorize that these shifts will have lasting
and permanent effects on the way we market and advertise (UNCTAD, 2020; OECD, 2020).
Lockdown Difficulties
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A variety of different lockdown regulations prohibited businesses and organizations
deemed “non-essential” from meeting in person. Some areas had restrictions for all citizens to
remain at home other than for essential travel, while many individuals chose to stay in their
homes to avoid catching or spreading the virus. In-person meetings had to be moved online and
physical projects were postponed or abandoned. Even with decades of migrating business
practices to digital and online platforms, the world was still not prepared for the harsh
implications of a global pandemic.
Businesses Permanently Affected
These sudden and unexpected changes made many businesses and organizations
immediately halt in activity, nearly overnight. They scrambled to adapt to the changes and
operate under restricted capacities and social distancing. The first few months of the pandemic
saw a substantial decline in advertising expenditures worldwide (Taylor, 2020). Brommer et al.
(2020) used Alexander’s Theory of Societalization to examine how socially disruptive extreme
events affect the role of business in society. Through this, they worked through the disruptive
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic on society as a whole and theorize that it will have long term
consequences.
Innovation from necessity
Many businesses were forced to create new products and services out of necessity to meet
an immediate need; however, in this process, large digital marketing advancements were made
that will extend past the lifespan of the pandemic itself. Systems that previously were merely
optional features became necessary to all business transactions. The industry standards for
technology changed completely in the span of a few months.
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Audience Trends and Changes

Throughout the spring and summer of 2020, when lockdown mandates were at their peak
and many across the world remained at home, these changes had ripple effects in our culture and
lives worldwide that will linger for decades regardless of the life of the virus. These last couple
years have drastically changed the business and marketing landscape and the desires and
expectations of audiences in a short amount of time, so marketing strategies must also shift to
remain relevant and engage customers.
Importance of the internet
American audiences have continually become more comfortable and dependent on online
platforms for everyday needs and our lives have become increasingly more digital. Shopping,
paying bills, ordering food, searching for jobs, and much more were commonly done through the
internet before COVID-19. The appeal at this time was mostly for comfort, speed, and
accessibility but, when the COVID-19 pandemic arrived, online availability was simply a
necessity. The pandemic led audiences to be more comfortable and accustomed to handling
purchases and services online. So even though online accessibility becomes less of a necessity
with declining COVID-19 cases and vaccine developments, audiences still expect a new level of
digital availability than was available before the pandemic.
Online Shopping
At the start of the pandemic, most dine-in experiences were illegal or unavailable. Most
food and dining business relied solely on take-out and delivery services for profit during this
time. If businesses did not offer a functional and effective online ordering system, they often had
to adapt and integrate one into their services or lose customers.
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Delivery Services
Delivery services were essential for providing food and goods to those quarantined for
positive cases and social distancing. Many stores and restaurants already had or created their
own delivery services for meals and groceries. Apps like DoorDash, Grubhub, and Uber Eats
provided customers third party food delivery from local restaurants, while Instacart provided
third party grocery deliveries from local stores. As an addition to their normal online product
deliveries, Amazon also offered local, faster deliveries for perishables and other grocery items.
Pick-up and Curbside Services
Even if businesses had no delivery system, most businesses offered online or mobile
ordering for in-store pickup or curbside delivery to customers in the parking lot. This system cut
unnecessary delivery fees but still kept physical contact with employees and other customers as
minimal as possible.
Post-Pandemic Audiences
Because of this long period of unique circumstances and forced changes in behavior,
there are bound to be long-lasting implications to the way audiences interact with and respond to
marketing.
Continued e-Commerce Growth
According to UNCTAD (2021a), an accelerated trend towards e-commerce is projected
to continue throughout pandemic recovery. Forty percent of consumers say they will spend more
time on online entertainment services after the crisis and 50% of consumers expect to continue
shopping more often online than they did before the pandemic.
Health and Well-being
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When social distancing began, huge importance was placed on physical health and wellbeing. Communities came together to support each other’s well-being by staying within their
homes to stop the spread of the COVID-19 virus. Citizens worldwide wore masks to protect
others’ health, as well as their own. There was also much discussion around ways to keep one’s
body healthy and strengthen immune systems to fight against illnesses. Throughout this time,
many became more conscious of the way they care for their bodies and physical health.
While many lives were impacted by catching the virus itself, many others’ well-being
suffered without ever coming in contact with the virus. During lockdowns, quarantines, and
uncertain futures, many suffered mentally and emotionally. Depression, anxiety, and many other
issues became increasingly prominent in this time. (Fountoulakis et al., 2022). In response, many
became more aware of mental and emotional health and made more effort to research and aid
these struggles with healthy practices.
Individuality and Customizability
Generation Z, the age group of young adults and children born roughly between the mid1990s through the early 2010s, is still growing up and forming values. But, throughout recent
years as the older portion of Generation Z begins to reach adulthood, more patterns and
consistent values have become observable. One pattern that has become especially more clear
throughout the pandemic is Generation Z’s value for individualism, and in turn, desire for
customizable experiences. Generation Z values uniqueness in all aspects, from music taste to
fashion sense to culture, as well as hobbies and interests. Generation Z celebrates these
differences and seek out niches that fit them. Generation Z’s segmented nature is especially clear
in their social media habits.
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Even before the pandemic, Generation Z showed a strong sense of individualism and this
trend could be seen emerging across culture and marketing for years. In a study theorizing that
there are four cultural eras of digital marketing, Busca & Bertrandias (2020) compared the
current culture of digital marketing in comparison to years in the past. In the current, fourth era,
which they call Prosumption Market Systems, they discovered strong trends in individualism in
business and branding endeavors. The internet opened self-branding possibilities to anyone
across the world with an internet connection. “The next step after recognizing the productive
capacity of individuals was for them to adopt marketing strategies to promote their skills” (Busca
& Bertrandias, para. 50).
During COVID-19, the video-focused social media app TikTok surged to higher
popularity as many Generation Z members were stuck inside their homes, while schools and
colleges changed to remote learning. TikTok’s popularity surged so much during the pandemic,
that it was named 2020’s No. 1 Marketer of the Year by AdAge (Sloane, 2020).
Available worldwide after merging with Musically on 2 August 2018, the app has been
downloaded more than a billion times, becoming the most downloaded non-gaming app
in 2020, surpassing WhatsApp and Facebook. Currently Tik Tok sums 800 million active
users, 41 percent of them aged 16–24 (Cervi, 2021, para 9).
The app hosts short form video content, less than 3 minutes long, and was originally created for
lip syncing and dancing videos. The content and culture of the app later shifted drastically as
Generation Z found new uses for the short video medium. The app found large success in
Generation Z, specifically due to its “For You Page,” also known by the acronym “FYP,” an
algorithm-curated feed of content designed to fit users interests based on how they interact with
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content. This provided the segmentation and customization Generation Z values so they could
focus on their individual interests.
TikTok has led to both short-term and long-term growth for businesses. “Marketers
including Mtn Dew, Hyundai, Procter & Gamble, e.l.f. and Chipotle made it a key component in
their marketing, issuing popular TikTok challenges” (Sloane, 2020, para. 3). Viral TikToks and
challenges bring quick, short-term explosions of popularity, while accounts who capture the
mindset of Generation Z, like the official Duolingo account, maintain long-term popularity
through constant interaction with users. TikTok for Business shows this success in a case study
of Duolingo on their website:
With a diverse content production made specifically for TikTok, the audience receptivity
and audience engagement rate surpassed the education market average: the campaign's
average click-through rate was 39% above the benchmark, and Duolingo's follower base
grew more than 1,400%. This media orchestration reached over 38 million unique users
on TikTok and aggregated over 90 million video views (n. d., para. 7-8).
Duolingo’s content stays relevant to Generation Z audiences by keeping closely in time with
short term trends as they happen and interacting humorously with users in the comments section
of whatever TikToks are popular at the time.
When user Nathan Apodaca casually posted a video lip-syncing to Dreams by Fleetwood
Mac and drinking Ocean Spray from a bottle while riding a skateboard, it went viral and caused
immediate market implications. Downloads tripled for the 1977 Fleetwood Mac song that was
likely unknown to much of Generation Z before it became a viral TikTok sound (Sloane, 2020).
Sales for Ocean Spray cranberry juice skyrocketed leading to empty shelves from users buying it
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to recreate the video. The video has accumulated 13.3 million likes and 85.5 million views, but
what lead Generation Z to a video by a 37-year-old, featuring a 43-year-old song? The video was
cherished by TikTok users simply for the joy and amusement it brought. Ocean Spray studied
this phenomena which was reflected on by Chris Ferzili, director of global corporate affairs “We
shifted our marketing, whereas the whole point was to talk about our sustainability and purpose,
and health and wellness, those pieces now are proof points to our overall mission to spread good
vibes” (Sloane, para. 10). TikTok videos with the hashtag “Ocean Spray” generated over 350
million views (Sloane).
Because of the popularity of the platform and uniquely segmented algorithm, TikTok is
an incredible platform for promoting brand awareness to very specific target audiences.
Although the most popular videos tend to end up on every user’s feed eventually, the FYP
focused format makes content less focused on top charts worldwide or the biggest user
followings, and more focused on the personal interests and viewing patterns of each user. This
format can be used to the advantage of advertisers in targeting specific interests, niches, and
target personas to accurately reach the intended audiences.
Business Concept
Brand Overview
From this market research, I have created a mock brand, marketing plan, visual brand
identity, and series of ad mockups that I believe aligns with findings about changes in the
marketing world as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The hypothetical business is an onlinebased tea brand, focused on mental and physical wellness, customization, sustainability, and
sharing. The brand is named Cūrātiō, which is a Latin word meaning “healing” and also a play
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on the words “curate” and “tea.”
Name
I chose the name Cūrātiō because each meaning and aspect refers to a principal
researched earlier. The Latin meaning behind it calls to the health and well-being aspect of the
brand. The word “curate” refers to the customizable experience of the product, which is curated
by the customer. The word “tea,” of course, refers to the product offered.
Products
Cūrātiō’s main product sold and advertised are customizable tea blends. These blends are
customized online through an array of ingredients which can be selected based on the customer’s
tastes, giving the customer the opportunity to create their own tea blends. These blends are then
sent as loose-leaf packets or packaged into teabags and mailed to recipients. These completed
blends are packaged and shipped in envelopes to keep shipping costs low for customers and give
the opportunity for more affordable express shipping if the customer desires. All tea ingredients
will be fair-trade and ethically sourced, while packaging will also strive to be as sustainable as
possible.
Marketing Strategy Overview
The brand strategy focus on guiding audiences from social media platforms, to the
Cūrātiō website through social media posts and advertisements, engaging their attention through
the website design, then incentivizing them to purchase. There will be a social media posting
schedule for text, image, and video based posts, some boosted as promoted advertisements to
reach larger audiences. The goal of these posts is to funnel users from various social media
websites, so they must stand out amongst other posts and immediately show that the product
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meets the customer’s needs or desires. After the user follows the ad to the website, the website
must immediately engage users with product offerings and interactive content.
Marketing Plan
Target Audience
The target audience for Cūrātiō are Generation Z and Millennial men and women
between the ages of 18-35 who are already interested in tea products, but would be interested in a
more customizable experience. Cūrātiō will also specifically targeting those interested in mental
well-being, physical well-being, sustainability, and individuality.
Social Media Platforms
The marketing plan uses six different social media platforms in order to reach a variety of
users within the target audience regardless of their primary social media platform. Each platform
has its own unique culture as well as set of opportunities and challenges when using it for
marketing purposes. Special attention will be put into content for Instagram, TikTok, and
Pinterest, while more minor content will be put into Reddit, Twitter, and Facebook.
Instagram
Instagram is the most popular platform within this age group and audiences. It features
mostly image-based content and with moderate level of direct audience engagement. The Cūrātiō
content designed for this platform will focus on photography and graphics in an aesthetically
pleasing format.
TikTok
TikTok has been the rising star among Generation Z audiences, especially since the
COVID-19 pandemic. This platform is strictly video based, so video content is necessary to use
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this platform. This platform is very segmented which helps algorithms connect content with
target audiences’ specific interests. It has a slightly higher level of direct audience engagement
with many brands engaging with users in the comment sections of videos across the platform.
Cūrātiō content for this platform will be focused more on stylized videos and comedic content.
Pinterest
Pinterest is strictly image and video based and is very segmented like TikTok, but with
the advantage that users often use it to explore product to purchase. It has little to no direct user
engagement throughout the platform, with very little activity in comment sections. Cūrātiō
content for this platform will consist of stylistic and informative video content, as well as
similarly focused imagery.
Reddit
Reddit is a mostly topic and community focused platform. There is not much direct
engagement between businesses and audiences on the platform, but its segmented nature makes
it an ideal platform for getting targeted advertisements directly to users interested in specific
topics. Advertisements on this platform are mostly image-based with a written component.
Cūrātiō content for this platform will focus solely on paid advertisements run throughout the
platform.
Twitter
Twitter is a largely conversational platform with very high direct engagement between
brands and audiences. Cūrātiō content for this platform will be mostly written, with some
imagery, often asking conversational questions and creating polls to bring conversation around
the brand.
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Facebook
Facebook is the most diverse of these platforms in its media format. It has a blend of
image, video, and written content and hosts a fair amount of direct engagement between brands
and audiences. Content for this platform should contain a variety of imagery, video, and written
media that reflects the culture of its platform.
Conclusion
This paper reflects on many aspects of cultural changes caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, like health consciousness, mental health importance, new online technology
standards, and more. Further these principles were displayed in examples for the fictional
marketing plan, brand identity, and advertisement set. The pandemic has caused many lasting
effects that will linger in our culture and in the world of business and marketing. Being aware of
these changes and learning how to shift strategies to reflect them is important to the accuracy and
execution of any business plan.
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Logo Design
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Brand Identity
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Brand Identity (cont.)
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Product Packaging
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Product Packaging (cont.)
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Product Packaging (cont.)
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Packaging Mock-Ups
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